
VIII (2) 

Approximate Theory 

A very simple but only pproximately correct theory 

of th most important quantities which enter into the 

con truct1on of potent ally chain reacting system 

had been giv n for a lattice, for instanc • a close

packed lattice, th elements o \hich are sphere of 

uranium etal, in an un ublished paper submitted to 

Phys . Rev . in ebruary, 1940 . 

theory are tha following: 

The outlines of this 

The picture is simplified by assuming that the fast 

neutron gener ted in a c sin reacting lattice can be 

considered as produced uniformly throughout the raphite 

within the cell of the lattice (Q fast neutrons per cc 

and sec) . The average thermal neutron density within 

tho lattice is smaller by a factor~ than it would be 

in raphite in the absence of uran:J.um for equal fast 

neutron production per cc in graphit,. The approxi-

matlon usediin~:e theory assumes that the flow of ther-

mal neutron into a uranium sphere within the lattice 

(/" ih '7 llv 
is equal to u where~ is the flow of thermal neu-

tron into a single uranium sphere embedded in an infinite 

amount of gra __ hi te for equal production oi' fast neutrons 

per ec ln gra hite . The theory further as umes that the 

flow of resonance neutrons ,j'tV, into a sphere in the 
a,u.Y 

lattice is equ 1 to / the flow of resonance neutrons 

:nto a single aphore embedded lnto un in· inite amount of 

gr uhite for a ual fast neutron production per cc in ~~e 

graphite . 
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1 th th se s.sumptio s it is easy to d ter· lne 

1 fraction q of th ne t1~on which ra slowed down 

to th t a nd ra bsor in the t ermal 

r gion by e ur ium s res in tna lt. U!ce . 'or a 

uranium pnar of .,lven r dlus R, t e most favorabl 

atlo of uranl to carbon (the ost f vorabl latt c 

.,pac ng) 1.., the rat:.b for hich q becom a a maximum. 
= 

'or the corr ~pending v 1 e of ='-r.0,- ~ .; e theory gives 

t~ equation 

r~ I = ' . 1 
(8) 

Sinceo(~ is equal t t e fraction of tn neutrons which 

are slo Jed down to the t ermal r•egion and are bsorbed 

in t e thermal ~eglon by carbon, and since q is the 

fraction of the usefully absorbed neutron , the above 

equation expresAes the f ct that for the ost favor ble 

ratio of ur .dum to carbon, nalf of the n utrons hich 

nro not usefully tbsorbed are absorbed as thermal n u-

trons by carbon. It fol ows that the other half' of the 

'not-usefully' absorbed neutrons must be bsorbed at 

resonance by uranium. This fact can be expressed by 

writing: 

(9) 1 
-v-

which ·e can write also ln the form 

6 t 
(9a) 1 

The expression J ""v ' /0 slgnifieu 

v 
( 

the number of reso-

nance neutrons absorbed per sec by a single ·phere of 

uranium whic is embedded in an 1nf1nito mnss of gr -

phit if one fast neutron is produced in the graphite per 
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cc and sec; V stands for the volume of graphite per uranium 

sphere in the 1 ttice. (9A) may be used to calcul te 

1T a3/v. the r tio of uranium volume to c rbon volume in 
3 

the lattic • From thls, the r tio of w ights 1 obtained 

by multiplyin with the ratio of the den it! s. 

q can b c lculated within the validity of this imple 

theory for ny given radius R ot the uranium pherea which 

form th lattice element from L , the ratio or the thermal 

neutron ab orption to the re onance neutron bsorption 

which holds for a single phere of th radius R that is 

emb dded into an infinit mass of graphit in which there 

is uniform production of fast neutrons per oe of graphite. 

According to the above definition w m y write tor 

(10) 

According to the simple theory 1 we may e lculate q 

from L from the equation 

(11) 

(1- p.mv )2 

In order to obtain an approximate value for , Ja.t v the a 
re onance absorption or a uranium sphere may be represent d 

for a given size sphere by assuming that the uranium 1 

black for resonance neutrons with a cert in energy interval 

and does not absorb r sonance neutrons outside that en rgy 

interval. The resonance absorption of th uranium sphe e 

is then determined by a o rtain range B of the resonance 

neutrons in gr phite, for which we may write 

(12) c ln El/E2 
y-1-n_(_l _ ___ -_-_-_-2:m::::-

(l • m)2 

where E1 and E2 are the limite of th energy interval within 
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which th uranium is considered a black for r sonanoe 

neutrons . Or putting in general E1/E2 : 1/10 and for 

gr phit in p rticul r, 

of den lty 1 . 7 

(12b) 

= 12 . e obt in for gr phite 

If th resonanc absorption of the uranium sphere i thu 

r presented, w y write 

13) • 4 Tf RB2 ( I .. R/B} 

so that w have from 

(14) 

or 

(15) 

l - t.-m e 
2 

4 TT RB2 (l + R/B) 
v 

l 1- qm 

6 1 + R/B 

ithin the limits of the approximation for the resonano 

neutron bsorpt1on, e m y write for 

(16) £. : A2 X ful~ X 1 -B2 k lc ~ + 1 
RG 3 6 w {U~ 1 t 

Osc.. (U) 

wher 

R/U •R/U 
(17) G • e e 

R/U · R/U 
e e 

and 

R/U R 
/-

3
) c. :lgl (u) 

According to the si plified theory, w obtain th 

highest value of q for valu of R for which ~ becomes 

maximum. In choo ing the most suitable size for the 

lattice element, there are, however, other point of view 
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hich have to be consid red and the value or R e 5 o for 

a uranium density or 15 gm/ 2 w s reco~ nded on the basis 

of thi 1mplir1ed theory . A ratio of about 30 ton or 

ran1um per 100 ton of gr phite was recommend d for 

R • 5 em. 

It should be noted that hile this simplified theory 

may b ppl d to small uranium sph r s , and whil the 

formulae give correctly the trend which characterized the 

vari tiona of q, ~ , and V, the formul given ar not 

trictly speaking correct and iz, order to improv them, 

one would have to consider 2_ and B s function of R. The 

vari tion of J with R may then take into account the f ct 

that the neutron contribution of fission c used by fission 

neutrons in the uranium spher increases with increasing R 

and by writing B as a function of R, we may account fo r 

the fact th t the uranium sphere i not black for higher 

energy reson nee neutrons so that we have term in the 

resonanc absorption which is proportionate to the mass or 

the sphere . The corrections which one would have to apply, 

cancel out, however, rather well for spheres of about Scm 

radi • By n glecting the fission by fission neutrons , we 

h ve shift d the optimum towards sm ller pheres than 

would correspond to reality, while by n 1 eting the ab-

sorption of higher energy re onanc neutrons, e hav 

shifted the optimum to ards larger sphe~ s than would 

corre pond to real! ty . . Finally, by writing 
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e h ve t nd d to r vor m 11 r pheres than correspond 

to a.lity . 

5 c sphere of 15 

nd it my b th t from th 

/cc d nsity e1gh about 7 . 5 kg , 

trict point of vi of having 

the highest v lue for q , a some hat mnaller s of th 

latt1c el nt which has sph roid shape would b prefer

able, if no g p i~ 1 ft free between the lattice lement 

nd the gr phite m ss which contains the lattice . 

The formula 9A or 15 permits quick survey of the 

oat favor ble r tio of ur ium to carbon if various 

t ctor are varied , ince the valu of q do not change 

much, with the radius or th ensity of the uranium in 

the sph r long a w do not go to extrem values . 

iith q having v lue between . 7 and .s, on has only to 

in ert into 9A or 15 the value for ~~ or respectively , 

to obt a:tn t pproximat ratio of the volume of uranium to 

carbon . By ultiplying· ·t.h1 1 th the ratio oi' the densitie , 

one obtains the ratio of the weights of uranium to carbon . 

s it h a be n stated b fore , a lattice of uranium 

ph r s is capable of aint ining ch in action ven in 

impure graphite which carr sponds to a capture cross s ction 

of o rbon of nearly 0 . 01 x lo- 24 cm2 , particularly if the 

uranium is cooled while part of the graphite is all owed to 

heat up . If th uranium and enough of the surrounding 

graphit is kept cool , the thermal neutrons which diffus 

to the ur nium spheres will be cold ven though the rest of 

the graphite has been allow d to he t up . In these condi

tions of the neutrons which are slowed down to the l 

energies, a sm ller fraction is absorbed by carbon and 

l rger fraction is absorbe by uranium, than would be t he 

e se for uni or.m temper ture throughout the lattic • In 

oraer to maintain a larg temperature difference with the 
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heat flow that can be taken care of by the cooling ayatem, 

the uranium and its surroundin graphite layer ay be 

the~ally in ulated from the rest of the graphite by a 

gap (which may be filled with lamp black or some other 

fluffy material tl1at doos not appreciably absorb neutrons) . 

Structurally , t ese condition are easier to realize for a 

lattice of rods th for lattice of sphere • 
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Approximate Theory 

A very simple but only approxit1ntcly correct theory of the most 

important quantities which outer into the construction of a potentially 

chain reactin0 system haa been for a lattice, for instance, a close-

packed lattice, the elenents of which are spheres of uranium metal, in an 

unpublished paper submitted to Phys . Rev . in February, 1940. The outlines 

or this theory are the following: 

The picture :.s siT-1plified bJ- assuming that the fast neutron gene

rated in a chain reactinb lattice can be consiaered as produced uniformly 

throughout the :;raphite within the cell of the lattice (Q fast neutrons 

per cc and sec) . The ave·a.t;e t hermal neutron density •ithin the lattice 

is smaller by a facter than it would be in graphite in the absence 

of uranium for equal fast neutron production per cc in graphite . The 

approximntion used in the t \ cory e.esui!l.es that tho flo\., ot' thermal neutrons 

into a uranium sphere within the lat~ice is equal to 

where is the flow of thermal neu-trons into a single uranium 

sphere embedded in an infinite amount of graphite for equal production 

of fast neutrons per oc in graphite . The theory further assumes that the 

flow of resonance neutrons , • into a sphel'e in t.r.e lattice is 

equal to the flow of resonance neutrons into a single sphere em-

bedded into an infinite amount of graphite for equal fast neutron produc

tion per cc in the graphite . 

With these assumptions it is easy to determine the fraction q of 

the neutrons which are slowed down to the thermal region anti are absor"oed 

in the thermal region by the uranium spheres in the lattice . For a uranium 

sphere of siven radius R, the most favorable ratio of uranium to carbon 
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(the most favorable lattic spacing) is the ratio for which q becomes a 

maximum. For the corresponding value of 

tion 

(8) 

, the theory gives the aqua-

Since is equal to t1e f~action of the neutrons which are slowed down to 

the thermal ret;ion and are absorbed in the thermal region by carbon, and 

since q is tho fraction of th.e usefully absorbed neutrons, the above equa

tion expresses the fact that for the most favorable ratio of uranium to 

carbon, half of tho neutrons which uro not usof·lly absorood are absorbed 

as ther~al neutrons by carbon. It follows that the other half of the 

'not-usefully" absorbed neutrons must be absorbed f.lt resonance by uranium. 

This fact can bo e;cpressed b.' writing: 

(9) 

which we can write also in this form 

(9A) 

The expression signifies the number of resonance neutrons ab-

sorbed per sec by a single sphere of uranium which is embedded in an infi

nite mass of graphite if one fast neutron is produced in the ~~raphite per 

cc and sec~ V stands for the volume of graphite per uranium sphere in the 

lattice . (9A) may be used to calculate the ratio of uranium 

volume to carbon volume· in the lattice. From this, the ratio of weights 

is obtained by multiplying with the ratio of the densities . 
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q can be calculated within the validity of this simple theory 

for any given radius R of the uranil 1:1 spheres which form the lattice 

element from the ratio of tile thermal neutron absorption to the 

resonance n utron absorption which holds for a single sphere of the 

radius R that is enbedded into an infinite mass of graphite in 'Which there 

is a uniform production of fast neutrons per cc of graphite . 

Accordjnc to the above definition we may write for 

(10) 

According to the simple theory, we may calculated q from 

the equation 

(11) 

from 

In order to obtain an approximate value for the reso-

nance absorption of a uranium sphere may be represented for a given size 

sphere by assuming that the uranium is bla0k for resonancs neutrons with 

a certain energy interval anG does not absorb resonance neutrons outside 

that energy interval . The resonance absorption of the uranium sphere is 

then determined by a certain range 8 of the resonance neutrons in graphite , 

for which we may write 

(12) 

where E1 aJld E2 are the limits of the energy interval within which the 

uranium is considered aa black for resonance neutrons . If the resonance 

absorption o£ the uranium sphere is thus represented, we may write 

(13) 
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so that 1e havo 

(14) 

or 

(15) 

Within the limits of' the aJ-'proxir:lation for the resonance neutron 

absorption, wo ~ay write for 

(16) 

According to the simplified theory, we obtain the hi~hest va1u9 

of q for a value of R for which becomes maximum. In choosing the most 

suitable size for the lattice elenent, there are, however, other points of 

view which have to be considered and the value of R=5 em for a. uranium 

density of 15 gm/cm2 was rec01n.rnended on the basis or this simplified theory. 

A ratio of about 30 tons of 1~runium per 100 tons of graphite was recommended 

for R=5 em. On the basis of equation (1) it was stated that a graphite 

sphere containing a uranium lattice having a raaius of more than 250 em 

with the graphite weighing mora than 100 tons may be expected to be 
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capable of sustaining a divergent chain r action. These estimates :vere 

basea or:. the f'ollowinb estimute of the constants which are involved. 

It should be noted that while this simplified theory may be 

applied to small uranium spheres, and YJhile ~he formulae give correctly 

tho trend tfhich characterizes the variations of q, • and V, the for-

mulaes given are not strictly speakinb correct and in order to improve 

them, one woul have to consider an B as functions of' R. The varia-

tion of' with R mo.y then take in .... o account the fact that the neutron 

contribution of fisaivn caused by fission neutrons in the uranium sphere 

increases with increasing R and by writing B as a function of R, we may 

account for the fact that the uranium sphere is not black for higher 

energy resonance neutrons so that we have a term in the resonance absorp

tion which is proportionate to the mass of the Sfhero. The corrections 

which one woula have to apply, cancel out, however, rather well for 

spheres of about 5 em radius. By neglectin;;; the fission by fission neu

trons. we have shifted the optimum towards smaller spheres than would 

correspond to reality, while by neglecting the absorption of higher energy 

resonance neutrons, we have shifted the optimum towards larger spheres 
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th an would correspond to reality. ~inally, by writing 

we have tended to favor smaller spheres than correspond to reality . 

A 5 em sphere of 15 gms/cc density weighs about 7 . 5 kg, and 

it may be that from the strict point of view of having the highest 

value for q, a onewhat small mass of the lattice ele~ent which has a 

spheroid shape would be preferable, if no gap if left free between the 

lattice element and the ~raphite r.ass which contains the lattice. 

Tho for~ula 9A or 15 permits a quick survey of the most favor

able ratio of uraniun to carbon if various factors are varied, since 

the value of q does not change much, with the radius or the deusity 

of the uranium in the sphere as long as we do not go to extreme values . 

With q having a value between . 7 and . B, one has only t~ insert into 

9A or 15 the value for or B respectively, and obtain the approximate 

ratio of the volume of urnr.iun. to carbon. By rml tiplying this with the 

ratio of the densities, one obtains the ratio of tho weights of uranium 

to carbon. 

As it has been stated before, a lattice of uranium spheres is cap

able of maintaining a chain reaction even in impure graphite which corres-

ponds to a capture cross section of carbon of , particularly 

if the uranium is cooled while part of the graphite is allowed to heat up . 

If the uranium and enough of the surrounding graphite is kept cool, the 

thermal neutrons which diffuse to the uranium spheres will be cold even 

though the rest or the graphite has .. een allowed to heat up . In these 

conditions of the neutrons which are slowed down to thermal energies, a 

smaller fraction is absorbed by carbon and a larger fraction is absorbed 
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by uranium, thu ould uc the c se for a '.lnif'orm te~perature thro1g1out 

tho lat~ice . In order to :r:.nintain a large tempernturo difference wi..th the 

hoat flow that can be taken care or by the coolin.; system, the uranium 

and its surroundinb graphite la.yor may be thermally insulated from the 

rest of the ·ra.phite by a gap w:-.ich may l)e filled with lamp black or 

some other fluffr material t.tat oes not appreciably absorb neutrons. 

Structurally, ~1L3e conditions flre easier to realize for a lattice of 

rods than for a lattice of spheres . 



1 
A very simple but only approximately correct theory of the most impor-

tant quantities which enter into ~he construction of a potentially chain 

reacting system had been given for a lattice, for instance a close-packed 

lattice, the elements of which are spheres of uranium metal, in an unpublished 

paper. The outlines of this theory are the following: 

The picture is simplified by assuming that the fast neutron generated 

in a chain reacting lattice can be considered as produced uniformly throughout 

the graphite \rlthin the cell of the lattice (Q fast neutrons per cc and sec). 

The average thermal neutron density within the lattice is :smaller by a factor d'__, 

thatvit would be in graphite in the absence of uranium for equal fast neu-

tron production per cc in graphite. The approximation used in the theory 
f-t, 

assumes that the flow of thermal neutrons ~ into a uranium sphere within 

c-(/..1, I\ 

the lattice is equal to oC ~ , where is the flow of thermal neutrons 

into a single uranium sphere embedded in an infinite amount of graphite for 

equal production of fast neutrons per co in graphite. The theory further 

assul!les that the flow of resona.... .. J.Ce neutrons, J ~into a sphere in the 

lattice is equal to ~ 
1 

the flow of resonance neutrons into a single 

sphere embedded into an infinite amount of graphite for equal fast neutron 

production per cc in the graphite. 

With these assumptions it is easy to determine the fractio~of the~~ 

neutrons which are slowed down to the thermal region and are absorbed in the 
' <:"~ ~....-....L-? ~.: ... 1 {,..[ ~ ~ 't,

1
1 • , ----c 

thermal region by' uranium/ ~rrangent8lttfor e. uranium sphere 

of given radius R, the most favorable ratio of uranium to carbon (the most 

favorable lattice spacing) is the ratio ~ which q becomes a maximum9 
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For the corresponding value ofaf, the theory gives the equation 

!- {/ z 
Since is equal to the fraction of the neutrons which are slowed dovm to 

the thermal region and are absorbed in the thermal region by carbon, and 

since q is the fraction of the usefully absorbed neutron, the above equation 

expresses the fact that for the most favorable ratio of uranium to carbon, 

half of the neutrons which are not usefully abeorbed are absorbed as thermal 

neutrons by carbon. It follows that the other half of the 'not usefully' 

absorbed neutrons must be absorbed at resonance by uranium. This fact can 

be expressed by writing: 

tf 

) ~ 
t;~ 

The expression -(V..., 

(_-0~ ,. 
/Q_ 

(lf.A.. ,~. r k a('> 

J :r 
a 

( 
signifies the number of resonance neutrons absorbed 

per sec by a single sphere of uranium which is embedded in a infinite ~ss 

) 

of graphite if one fast neutron is produced in the graphite per cc and sec. i 
ff':tands for the volume of graphite per uranium sphere in the lattice. /7""' 

/ 
t ~,. I " I 

q can be calculated within the validity of this simple theory for 

any given radius R of the uranium spheres which form the lattice element 
IE/ 

from the ratio of the thermal neutron absorption to the resonance neutron 
v 

absorption which holds for a single sphere of the radius R that is embedded 

into an infinite mass of graphite in which there is a uniform production of 

fast neutrons per cc of graphite. 

I 
According to the above definition we may writer for ~ 

/. 

E =- ::5 .,. 
According to the simple theory, we IDS¥ calculated q from ~ from 

the equation 

--

"'7< 
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The same fact can be expressed by vrriting 

_!-_$ 
} 

-r-'--.:1 

In this formula the expression _I_ signifies the number of resonance neutrons 
Q 

absorbed by a single sphere of uranium imbedded int0 an infini~e mass of graphite 

if one fast neu~ron is produced in the graphite per cc. and second, and V stands 

for the volume of grap hite per uranium sphere in 1;he lat1;ice. q can be calculated 

from this simple theory which gives the following relation between 2 and q for 

the moat favorable ratio of uranium to carbon (for which q becomes a maximum): 

In this 

d 
/ 

/"' £ 
/ ~;· (>,M. ./ ) 

~~:c: _::~_1/L, o·~~ 
y ~~he resonance 

L( fj ~v~ 

1 - ~~ 
I 

absorp1;ion $ 

)'"' I 

% (a single 
v 

uranium 

forms the lat tice element .-dB~~~~~ may calculate V and thereby 

In order to ob1;ain an approxima1.e value for 
:y rJ2.d 
c..{~ the resonance ab-

sorption of a uranium sphere may be represented for a given size sphere by as-

suming that the uranium is black for resonance neutrons with a certain energy 

interval and does not absorb resonance neut rons outside th~nergy interval. 

The resonance absorption of the uranium sphere is then determined by a certain 

range B of the resonance neutrons in graphite, for which we may write 

( • +lo ~ ;: '"t ~· 
/ ;~~A-- " 

\ l I \ 

where E1 and Ez are the limits of the energy interval within which the uranium 

is considered as black for resonance neutrons. If the resonance absorption of 

the uranium sphere is thus represented we may vrrite 

I) I /j:r- - /'1. I 

so that we have 

J i 



Within the limits of the approximation for -che resonance neutron ab-

sorption we may write 

formulae were used to determine for a uranium sphere of 5 bm. radius 
l 

~ty of 15 gms. per cc. from formul a No. 

ratio of uranium to ~arbon. The range B was assumed for 

per cc. density to be 6.5 em. and on thi~oasis the use 

per 100 tons of graphit~was recommended. -

the most favorable 

g~hi:;'("J; 1. 7 gms. 

of/ 30 tons of uranium 
/ ' :f 



I 

According to the simplified theory, we obtain the highest value 

of q for a value of R for which ~ becomes maximum. In choosing the most 

suitable size for the lattice element, thereare, however, other points 

of view which have to be considered and the value of R=5 em. for a uranium 

density of 15 gm./cm2 was recommended on the basis of this simplified 

theory. A ratio of about 30 toms of uranium per 100 tons of graphite 

was recommended for Rz5 cm1 • ~ n the basis of equation (1) it was 

that a graphite sphere cqntainingturanium lattice having a 
r ,, , f, . 
,.- ( I f ./ 

of more than 250 em. ~/weighing more than 100 tons may be 
ty-

stated 

radius 

expected to be capable of sustaining a divergent chain reaction. These 

estimates were based on the following estimate of the constants which are 
L.l'l'L 

/ . :2 '~ ( I ,lvolved. r ..,. r; ;¥!__6) 
/ 

It should 'be noted that while this simplified theory may be 

applied to small uranium spheres, and while the formulae give correctly 

the trend which characterizes the variatio~ of q, i , and. V, the formulas 
/ ,.._,._ I ~~ ~'/e.<.,: 

gi~n are not strictly speaking correct and in order to aavo \aem~Prect, 

one would have to consider '1.; ani}h as functiop.s of R. The variation of '?; 
~tAJ/ {_ ~.+<1 i(f I L 

with~xms then take, into account the~ the contribution of 
fr\ I ~~ ~ '- , ~ 

fiss i on caused by fission neutrons in ~uranium sphere increases with in-

4> ::.:.? creasing Rand by writing~as n function of R, we account for the 

fact that the uraniym sphere is not black for higher energy resonance 
ie ''t t.. 

neutrons so that we have a ~ in the resonance absorption which is 

proportionate to the mass of the sphere. f ~e corrections which one 
~'--~ 

would have to apply cancel out, however, well for spheres of about 

5 em. radius. By neglecting the fission by fission neutrons, we have 

shifted the optimum towards smaller spheres that would im&xa correspond 



to reality, while by neglecting the absorption of higher energy resonance 

neutrons, we have shifted the optimum towards larger spheres than would 
/ 

correspon~o reality. Finally .. by writing 

we have tended to favor 5maller spheres than correspond to reality. 

~em. sphere of 15 gms./cc density weighs about ),~ kg, and it may 

be that from the strict point of view of having the highest value for 

q, a somewhat smaller mass of the lattice element which has a spheroid 

shape would be preferabl~ J:f 

I 

l z .j 

f 

) 
/ 



if no gap is left free between t1e lattice element and the graghite mass 

which contains the lattice. 

The formula 9A or 15 permits a quick survey of the most favorable 

ratio of uranium to carbon if various factors are varied, since the value of 

q does not change much, with the radius or the density of the uranium in the 

sphere as long as we do not go to extreme values. With q having a value 

between .7 and .8, one has only to insert into 9A or 15 the value for 
~ .... ~ ........ .q ~ 

or B respectively, and 
;.!, . ~ 

obtain th~ ratio of the volume of uranium to carbon. 

By multiplying with the ratio of the densities, one obtains the ratio of 

the weights of uranium to carbon. 

As it has been stated before, a lattice or uranium spheres i$ 

capable of maintaining a chain reaction even in impure graphite which corres-

ponds to a 

the 
if~uranium 

capture eros s section of carbon of 0 c { , particularly 

is cooled while part of the graphite is allowed to heat up. If 

the uranium and enough of the surrounding graphite is kept cool, the thermal 
~"~ 

neutrons which diffuse to the uranium spheres will be ooelea· even though 

the rest of the graphite has been allowed to heat up. In these conditions . 

of the neutrons which are slowed down to thermal energies, a smaller frac

tion is absorbed by carbon and(larger fraction is absorbed by uranium ~ 

would be the case for a uniform temperature throughout the lattice. In order 

to maintain a large temperature difference with the heat flow that can be 
{iii£ 

taken care of by the cooling \ ~~ ut auiwu, the uranium and its surrounding 
\ ~ _.,.(., }> '1.. # )·'-· -r -q· 

graphite layer may be thermally insulated from the rest of the graphite by 

a gap which may be filled with lamp black or some other fluffy material that 

does not appreciably absorb neutrons. Structurally, these conditions are 

easier to realize for a lattice of rods than for a lattice of spheres. 



/ 
Approximate Theory 

A very simple but only approximately correct theory of the most 

important quantities which enter into the construction of a potentially 

chain reacting system had been given for a lattice, for instance, a close-

packed lattice, the elements of which are spheres of uranium metal, in an 

unpublished paper submitted to Phys. Rev. in February, 1940. The outlines 

of this theory are the following: 

The picture is simplified by assuming that the fast neutron gene-

rated in a chain reacting lattice can be considered as produced uniformly 

throughout the graphite within the cell of the lattice (Q fast neutrons 

per cc and sec). The average thermal neutron density within the lattice 

is smaller by a facter ae than it would be in graphite in the absence 

of uranium for equal fast neutron production per cc in graphite. The 

approximation used in the theory assumes that the flow of thermal neutrons 

} '1-2- into a uranium sphere within the lattice is equal to oC :J' ~ 
where 3 1-L is the flow of thermal neutrons into a single uranium 

sphere embedded in an infinite amount of graphite for equal production 

of fast neutrons per cc in graphite. The theory further assumes that the 

j~ flow of resonance neutrons, , into a sphere in the lattice is 

equal to ~~the flow of resonance neutrons into a single sphere em-

bedded into an infinite amount of graphite for equal fast neutron produc-

tion per cc in the graphite. 

With these assumptions it is easy to determine the fraction q of 

the neutrons which are slowed down to the thermal region and are absorbed 

in the thermal region by the uranium spheres in the latticeo F'or a uranium 

sphere of given radius R, the most favorable ratio of uranium to carbon 
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(the most favorable lattice spacing) is the ratio for which q becomes a 
o( :::ol ~ 

maximum. For the corresponding value of , the theory gives the equa-

tion 

(8) 

Since a\, is equal to the fraction of the neutrons which are slowed down to 

the thermal region and are absorbed in the thermal region by carbon, and 

since q is the fraction of the usefully absorbed neutrons, the above equa-

tion expresses the fact that for the most favorable ratio of uranium to 

carbon, half of the neutrons which are not usefully absorbed are absorbed 

as thermal neutrons by carbon. It follows that the other half of the 

'not-usefully" absorbed neutrons must be absorbed at resonance by uranium. 

This fact can be expressed by writing: 

(9) 

which we can write also in 

$ 
(9A) I- f[-.... ~ 

6 { ~ 

The expression ~ 

this form 

Cfi/ /.( 
3 

u 

'1:, 

_j_ 
71 

signifies the number of resonance neutrons ab-

sorbed per sec by a single sphere of uranium which is embedded in an infi-

nite mass of graphite if one fast neutron is produced in the graphite per 

cc and sec; V stands for the volume of graphite yer uranium sphere in the 
~.t-'r'3L 

lattice. (9A) may be used to calculate T /2/ ;the ratio of uranium 

volume to carbon volume in the lattice. From this, the ratio of weights 

is obtained by multiplying with the ratio of the densities. 
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q can bo calculated within the validity of this simple theory for 

any given radius R of the uranium spheres which form the lattice element 

from E, the ratio of the thermal neutron absorption to the resonance 

neutron absorption which holds for a single sphere of the radius R that 

is embedded into an infinite mass of graphite in which there is a uniform 

production of fast neutrons pef cc of graphite. 

According to the above definitions we may write for ~ s £< 
(ID) <2:.- ~s~ 

According to the simple theory, we may calculate q from ~ from 

z. ~ ~ 
( I - t!/ ,._._ ) '1---

1 f ·~ 

the equation 

(11) 

In order to obtain an approximate value for CQ_ the resonance 

absorption of a uranium sphere may be represented for a given size sphere 

by assuming that the uranium is black for resonance neutrons with a certain 

energy interval and does not absorb resonance neutrons outside that energy 

interval. The resonance absorption of the uranium sphere is then determined 

by a certain range B of the resonance neutrons in graphite, for which we may 

write 
~- E~/j::: 

- "L -
(12) ~(;~2.~_ 

( ~ -I- "h.,. ) ..___ 

where E1 and Ez are the limits of the energy interval within which the uranium 

(12b) 

If the resonance absorption of the uranium 

write 

(13) 
/ 
L · 

) 
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q can be calculated wi hi , the validity of this simple theory 

for any given radius R of the ~r~ium spheres which form the lattice 

~~ the ratio of th~ thermal neutron absorption to the element from 

resonance neutron absorption~which \holds for a single sphere of the 

radius R that is embedded into an ihrinite mass of graphite in which there 

is a uniform production of fast neutrons per cc of graphite. 

(10) 

According to the above definition we may write for t gg 
f ~y-~ 

According to the simple theory~ we may calculated q from [ from \ ~ 

. \ <c_t_~ 

£ - X- "''"'- J 'L. 

J ~ 

the equation 

(11) 

In order to obtain an approximate ~ the reso-

nance absorption of a uranium sphere may be represented for a given size 

sphere by assuming that the uranium is black for resonance neutrons with 

a certain energy interval and does not absorb resonance neutrons outside 

that energy interval. The resonance absorption of the uranium sphere is 

then determined by a certain range B of the nesonance neutrons in graphite, 

~ I 
-/-

for which we may;r:• )v-7',)'1;; _ E~ "- I! ~ 
(12) ~ ;j-2 X~-~ 

~ (z.-r- ~J 'l... 
~~\~ /~ / o 
~ ::= I z '"kr-

within which the ~-where E1 and Ez are the limits of the energy interval 

uranium is considered as black for resonance n~utrons~ If the resonance ~ 
absorption of the uranium sphere is thus represented, 

\ 
we may write 

(13) \ 
\ 
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so that we have 

(14) 

or 

(15) 

Within the limits of the approximation -for the resonance neutron 

absorption. we may write for 
/ 

{16 ) ~ (c) / 

According to the simplified theory, we obtain the highest value 

of q for a value of R for which t becomes maximum. In choosing the most 

suitable size for the lattice element. there are, however. other points of 

view v1hich have to be considered and the value of R=5 em for a. uranium 

density of 15 g~cm2 was recommended on the basis of this simplified theory. 
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~pab:l:-e gf stt~ tainiag a divergent eha.in reac~ ~rm.ates tferEr 

'betsed 0'11 t e following es"eimato o the Grm~ta.n:ts which -are imrclved. 

It should be noted that while this simplified theory may be 

applied to small uranium spheres, and while the formulae give correctly 

the trontl which characterizes the variations of q, C.. • and V, the for-

mulaes given are not strictly speaking correct and in order to improve 

them, one would have to consider ~ and B as functions of R. The varia

tion of~ with R may then take into account the fact that the neutron 

contribution of fission caused by fission neutrons in the uranium sphere 

increases with increasing R and by writing B as a function of R, we may 

account for the fact that the uranium sphere is not black for higher 

energy resonance neutrons so that we have a term in the resonance absorp-

tion which is proportionate to the mass of the sphere. The corrections 

which one would have to apply, cancel out. however, rather well for 

spheres of about 5 em radius. By neglecting the fission by fission neu-

trans, we have shifted the optimum towards smaller spheres than would 

correspond to reality, while by neglecting the absorption of higher energy 

resonance neutrons, we have shifted the optimum towards larger spheres 
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Finally, by writing ;~-<__ a{! J ,c.(_ than would correspond to reality. 

we have tended to favor smaller spheres than correspond to reality. 

A 5 em sphere of 15 gms/cc density weighs about 7.5 kg, and 

it may be that from the strict point of view of having the highest 

value for q, a somewhat small mass of the lattice element which has a 

spheroid shape would be preferable, if no gap if left free between the 

lattice element and the graphite ~ass which contains the lattice. 

The formula 9A or 15 permits a quick survey of the most favor-

able ratio of uranium to carbon if various factors are varied, since 

the value of q does not change much, with the radius or the density 

of the uranium in the sphere as long as we do not go to extreme values . 

With q having a value between .7 and .8, one has only to insert into 

9A or 15 the value for ~~ B respectively, and obtain the approximate 

ratio of the volume of uranium to carbon. By multiplying this with the 

ratio of the densities, one obtains the ratio of the weights of uranium 

to carbon. 

As it has been stated before, a lattice of uranium spheres is cnp-

able of maintaining a chain reaction even in impure graphite which corres-
~ _2.f' ~~ 

ponds to a capture cross section of U;{c:) =!/!-I' /fJ ~particularly 
P'- 0 / ~ 

if the uranium is cooled while part of the graphite is allowed to heat up. 

If the uranium and enough of the surrounding graphite is kept cool, the 

thermal neutrons which diffuse to the uranium spheres will be cold even 

though the rest of the graphite has been allowed to heat up. In these 

conditions of the neutrons which are slowed down to thermal energies, a 

smaller fraction is absorbed by carbon and a larger fraction is absorbed 
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by uranium# than would be the case for a uniform temperature throughout 

the lattice. In order to maintain a large temperature difference with the 

heat flow that can be taken care of by the cooling system, the uranium 

and its surrounding graphite layer may be thermally insulated from the 

rest of the graphite by a gapfhich may be filled with lamp black or 

some other fluffy material that does not appreciably absorb neutron~ 

Structurally, these conditions are easier to realize for a lattice of 

rods than for a lattice of spheres. 



The approximate theory which treats all the resonance absorption as 

surface absorption and which leads to formula 15 gives a somewhat too rapid 

rise of the ratio of caFbon weight to uranium weight with the increasing radius 

R, and ona may, therefor e , not extrapolate to very small values of R from 

formula 15. 

For instance, for a density of 18 and a radius of~~~~~ the most 

favorable ratio of carbon weight to uranium weight is close to 4.5, whereas 

formula 15 would give a larger value. If we have to deal with such small spheres 

we may replace the lattice of spheres by a lattice of cylindrical rods by choosing 

the radius of the cylindrical ,rod to about two-thirds of the radius of the sphere 
:).,(( ' I 

and by having in both cases the same ratio of weights o~ carbon to uranium. Ac-

cordingly for a lattice of cylindrical rods of a radius of 2 em. a ratio of carbon 

weight to uranium wei~ht of about 4.5 is close to the most favorable ratio. 

A sphere of 2 em. and density 18 would require a carbon to uranium weight ratio 

of about 5.5 and about the same weight ratio would correspond to a lattice of 

cylindrical rods if the rods have a radius of 2 x 2/3, or about 1.3 em. If we 

have to deal with such spheres or cylindrical rods of such small radius and if 

we change the 

or the radius 

• 
I 
I ;. . 

bulk density then we oug~t to inc1e~~ the radius of the sphere 
~ ,LL...... ~.,.,..,£, ! ~f ... ' ..,: /1;-t-t 4./t.-t- ~ •h 't' ~ 

of the cylindrical rod~ In the case of a sphere the radius should 

be changed so that the weight should lie somewhere between the product of the old 

weight multiplied with the ~atio of/the densities and the old weight multiplied 
'VI.vf,. .,_ II- f ~ ,) 

with the square of th)?densities. The corresponding size for the cylindrical 

rods is again obtained by multiplying the radius of the sphere with 2/3 in order 

to obtain the radius of the cylindrical rod. In practice the greatest change of 

density will be a reduction of the density by a factor 2. F'or a density of 9 
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and the radius of 3 em. the ratio of weight of carbon to the weight of uranium for 

a lattice of spheres would be about 6.2 and the same would hold for lattices of 

cylinders of density 9 and radius of 2 em. Such low bul~ densities may occur if 
~~ .-/""' .,

0 

.. /~ r 
if~ran1~ metal is used in a helium cooled either uranium carbide is used or 

lattice. 

While for a simple body like a sphere, the surface of the sphere deter-

mines the value of the surface absorption, for more complicated shapes it is 

not always the total surface of the uranium which counts. For instance, if we 

-
have a rod of uranium which has a cross section as illustrated in Fig. 2, and if 

this rod is placed in a cylindrical hole in the graphite, it is the surface of the 

cylinder and not the surface of the rod which determines the surface absorption. 

Moreover, internal surfaces which are not exposed to neutrons coming from the 

graphite but are shielded from such net.1.trons by uranium do not contribute to the 

surface absorption. Such internal surfaces fall into two categories: We may have 

a lattice element consisting of a single body which has slits or holes going through 

it so that internal surfaces arise; or we may have an aggregate of a number of 

uranium bodies assembled together and have the aggregates play the role of one 

single lattice element. An example for this has been described in connection 

with Fig. 1. 

The absence of surface absorption on internal surfaces makes it possible 

to have heat transfer from the lattice elemegt to the cooling agent across in-
~,__~ fJ/~ ·~,(o (G_r / ., v</ ~/1-zl <? <"<~ / 

ternal surfac e~ . This is certainly true if we use as a cooling agent a gas-like 

helium at a density which corresponds to about 10 times atmospheric pressure, since, 

at this density, the gas does not appreciably slow down neutrons in their passage 

from a point of internal surface to another point of internal surface. It is 

also true if we use as a cooling agent a heavy liquid metal like bismuth in thin 

layers since bismuth, on account of its great atomic weight, does not appreciably 

slow down energy resonance neutrons. 



The approximate theory which treats all the resonance absorption as 

surface absorption and which lea to formula 15 given a somewhat too rapid 

rise of the ratio of carbon wei~ht to uranium weight with the increasing radius 

R, and one may, there£ore, not extrapolate to vary small values of R from 

formula 15. 

For instance, for a density of 18 and a radius o£ 330 meters the most 

favorable ratio of carbon ·eight to uranium weight is close to 4. 5, whereas 

f'ormula 15 would {;ive a larser value . If we have to deal with such s all spheres 

we may replace the lattice of spheres by a lattice of cylindrical rods by choosing 

the radius of the cylindrical rod to about two-thirds of ~he radius of the sphere 

and by having in both ca. es the same ratio of weights *6 carbon to uranium. Ac

cordin~ly for a lattice of cylindrical rods of a radius of 2 em. a ratio of carbon 

weight to uranium ~ei6ht of about 4. 5 is close to the roost favorable ratio . 

A sphere of 2 em. and density 18 would require a carbon to uranium weight ratio 

of about 5. 5 and about the sru~e weight ratio woulri correspond to a lnttice of 

cylindfical rods if the rods have a radius of 2 x 2/3, or about 1.3 em. If we 

have to deal with truch spheres or cjlindrical rods of such small radius and if 

we change the bulk density then we ou6ht to increase the radius of the sphere 

or the radius of th.e cylindrical rod. In the case of a spher the radius should 

be changed sc that the weight should lie somewhere between the product oi' the old 

we:.ght mul tipliod with the ratio of' the densities and the old weight multiplied 

with the square of the densities . The oorrcspondin~ size for the cylindrical 

rods is again obtained by multiplying the radius of the sphere wit.h 2/3 in order 

to obtain the radius of the cylindrical rod. In practice the greatest ch~e of 

density will be a reduction o.f the density by a factor 2. F'or a densi ty or 9 
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and the radius of 3 em. the ratio of weight of carbon to the weight of uranium for 

a lattice of spheres would be about 6. 2 and the swme ould hold for lattices of 

cylinders of aensity 9 and radius of 2 em. Such lo bulk densities may occur it 

either uranim carbide is used or if uraniun metal is used in a holi~~ cooled 

lattice . 

While for a simple bouy like a sphere. th surface of the sp ere deter

mines the value of t; e surf co a sorption, for more complic ted sha ea it is 

not lwa;s the total :mrface f t e uranium hich counts . For in tance ., if we 

have a rod of uranium . c ha cross section as illustrated in Fig . 2, and if 

this rod is pl oed in a cylindrical hole in the graphite, it is the surface of the 

cylinder and not the surface of the rod which determines the surface absorption. 

~reover .. internal surfaces which are not exposed to neutrons coming from the 

graphite but are shielded from such neutrons by uranium do no contribute to the 

surface absorption. Such internal urfaces fall into two categories; re I!lay have 

a lattice element conaistin of a sinble ·oody which has slits or holes goin<?; through 

it o ~~at internal surfaces arise; or we may have an aggregate of a number of 

uranium bouies assembled to&ether and have the a6gregates play the role of one 

single lattice element. An ex~~ple for this has been described in connection 

with lig . 1. 

The absence of surface absorption on internal surfaces makes it possible 

to have heat transfer from the lattice element to the cooling agent across in

ternal surfaces . Tnis is certainly true if we use as a coolin0 agent a gas-like 

helium at a density which corresponds to about 10 times atmospheric pressure, since. 

at this density. the gas does not ppreciably slo do~n neutrons in their pasaa6e 

from a point of internal surface to another point of internal surface . It is 

also true if we use as a coolin& abent a heavy liquid metal like bismuth in thin 

1 yers since bismuth. on account of its 6reat atomic weight , does not appreciably 

slow own energy resonance neutrons . 
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General Statements about Cooling A&ent 

~ost of ~~e heat genera~ed in the chain reaction is generated by the 

fission pTocess ·n the lattice element and the cooling agent must, therefore, be 

in good thermal contact with the lattice element . Some heat, however, i& generated 

in the graphite, where the neutrons and ga~a radiations emitted in the fission 

process are scattered or absorbed. The uranium graplite lattic~ may be surrounded 

by a layer or graphite which does not contain uranium and a further layer of 

material hich serves as a radiation shield. This radiation shield oay be a 

heterogeneous system composed of iron and graphite. Heat ia produced both in the 

scattering layer and the radiation shield while neutrons anu gaml!la rays are 

scattered or absorbed. Provisions ust be made for cooling both the scattering 

layer and ti1e radiation shield. 

The chain reacting pile should be enclosed into a steel tank and an inert 

at osphere be maintained within the tank. Hel ium gas is a suitable inert gas for 

this purpose both because it does not absorb neutrons and because it faci litates 

the heat transfer across gaps between solid bodies . 

Helium gas can also be used as a cooling agent and may be circulated either 

in parallel flow or in series flow through the &raphite pile . See exaL~ples ~iven 

in figur(:ls • Another~ a~d the most obvious 

cooling agent is , of course, water . If water is used, it is advisable to use 

series flow, have a closed circulation, and have the water flow through pipes 

which are inserted into the graphite pile . It ia advisable to protect the uranium 

against chemical action by water and a possible arrangement is shown in Fig . 3. 

In Pig . 3. (1) is a uranium rod which forms tite lattice element . This uranium rod 

ia covered with a thin aluminum tube (2) . This Al-covered uranium rod is placed 

inside an aluminum tube (3) which goes through the graphite pile . The gap between 

the Al tube and the graphite is kept as small as possible . Water is flown through 
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the anular gap betwoen the Al tubes (3) and ti1e Al-covered uranium rod (1) . 

In order to have a potentially chain reacting system. it is necessary to have 

the gap nich is filled ith water rather small. but if the uranium rod has a 

aiameter of about 3 em. and if the gap is about 1 mm. and if water is flowing 

through the gap , wo still have a potentially chain reacting lattice . 

If liquid bismuth is ueed as a cooling agent, we may have either parallel 

or series flow . The liquid bismuth may be in direct touch with the graphite and 

-we may have either closed circulation or a gravity flow through the pile . Uranium 

carbide may be used in irect contact with bismuth, but urani~~ metal may be 

used coated with iron. If ur anium rods are used, a thin steel coating consisting, 

for instance, in a thin steel tube coverinb the uranium rod will permit the 

construction of a potentially chain reacting unit if the wall thickness of the 

steel tube is tlbout 1>: of the diameter of the uranium rod or less . In the examp l e 

biven in figures , such steel coated uranium 

rods are drawn. If the same arrangement is usea for He cool ing rather than bis

muth cooling, the uranium may remain uncoated. 
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in ppro imat th ory ich tra t 11 the resonance 

absorption s urf ce b rpt'on nd hich 1 s to formula 

15 ive orne h t too r pid rise of the r tio of c rbon 

ei ht tour "th th incr sin r ius , d 

on y, th refor , not e tr pol t to v ry s 11 v lu 

of R from formul 15 . 

For nstance, for d n ity of 18 and r dlu of 3 om 

th o t favor ble r tio f o rbon oiuht tour .ium eight 

i clo8 to 4 . 5, her formul 15 1ou d e 1 rg r 

v lu • If h ve to de 1 lth uch 8 all ph r s may 

r pl c the 1 ttice o ph r 8 by n lattic of cylindrical 

rods by choosin 'he ra iu of th cylindric 1 rod to 

about two-thirda of ·t;he r dius of th aph r d by h ving 

1 bot1 c s but th s e r ti of 1~1 hts of c rbon to 

ur ium . Accordin 1y, ror a lattice of cylindric 1 r ds of 

radi of 2 c a r ~io of c rbon eight to urani ei t 

of a out 4 . 5 1 close c the most f vorabl r tio . 

sph r of 2 em r dius d a sity 18 ould requir a carbon 

to ur nium .ght r tio of about 5 . 5 and about tho s .e 

eight r tio . uld correspond t a 1 tt c of cyl ndric 1 

rods if th rod h v r dius of 2 x 2/3 , or b.ut 1 . 3 em . 

If e hav to de 1 with sue 

rods of such m 11 r di and if 

spher s or cylindrical 

e change th oulk 

d nei ty of the uranhw, th n '/e ought t incr ase th 

radiu of the h r or the r diu of the cylit dric 1 rod 

in th follo in mann r: in the oa e of sph r th 

r lius should be chang d so th t the \eiuht hou d lie 

her b t n t ~ produc of the old wei ht multlpli d 

with the r tio of t d nsiti a and the old w ight mu ti 

p io ith the square of th ratio of the d nsiti s . The 

corresponding size for the cylindric 1 rod is ag in 

obt ined by mul iply!ng th radius of th sphere with 2,/3 



in order to obtain the r diu or he cylindrical rod . In 

practice the gre test change of den ity will be a reduction 

of the density by a f ctor 2 . For a d naity or 9 and th 

radius of 3 em the ratio of weight or cax•bon to the weight 

of uranium :for a 1 ttice of spheres ould be bout 6 . 2 and 

the s a."tle would old for lattices of cylind rs or density 9 

and radius of 2 em. Such low bulk d nsitie ay occur if 

eith r uranium carbide is u ed or if an aggregat of 

uranium et 1 is used in a helium cooled lattice . 

Whil for a imple body lik a spher , th sur ace 

of the sphere determines the v lue of the surface absorp

tion, for more complicated shapes it is not always the 

total s~face of the ur nium which counts. For instance , 

if e have a rod of ur ium which has a cross section as 

illustrated in Figure 2 , and if this rod is placed in 

cylindrical hole in the graphite, it is the surfac of 

the cylinder and not the surface of the rod which deter

mines the surface absorption . Moreover , internal surfaces 

which are not exposed to neutrons coming from the graphite 

but are shielded from such neutron by uranium do not 

contribute to the surface absorpt on . Such internal sur-

t ces fall into two c tegories: we may have lattice 

ele ent consisting of a single body which has lits or 

holes going through it so that internal surfaces ariseJ 

or w m y have an aggreg te of a number of uranium bodie 

ass mbled together and have the aggregates play the role 

of one single lattice element . An ex ple for this has 

been described in connection with Figure 1 . 

The b ence of surface absorption on internal sur

face makes it possible to have heat transf r from the 

lattio ele ent to the cooling agent eros intern 1 

surface ithout appreciable los of neutrons . Thi is 



c rt inly tru 1f u e as a cooling gent a gas like 

helium t a den 1ty which corr ponds to abo t 10 ti s 

atmospheric pre sure, sine , at this density, the gas 

do s not ppreciably slo do m neutrons in their pass ge 

f point of internal surfac to another point o~ 

internal surface . It is lso true if w use s cooling 

agent he vy liquid metal lik bis uth il thin 1 yers 

since b!s uth, on ccount of its great tomio weight , 

does not ppreciably low down low energy r sonanc 

neutrons . 
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